
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a manager, technical services.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager, technical services

Lead the development and delivery of customized training, based on the
assessments, to all stakeholders in the extended printing process (operators,
shift supervisors, operations, quality/continuous improvement (CI) resources,
and others, as needed and appropriate
Lead the development of a comprehensive testing and certification program
for the operational workforce
Delegate improvement opportunities and best practice outcomes to
stakeholders within each printing facility for the further perpetuation of print
quality improvement
Coordinate the publishing of written best practices documentation in
alignment with training and educational objectives
Work with raw materials suppliers to troubleshoot issues and continuously
improve the printing process capabilities and quality levels
Work in alignment and participate with Graphic Services and operations in
support of various print quality improvement strategies and initiatives (G7,
Expanded Gamut, internal scorecards, print enhancements)
Participate in strategic discussions towards ongoing print quality
improvement efforts in support of GPI and customer goals, objectives, and
expectations
Lead the screening and interviewing of department associates
Define the training required for department associates
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Qualifications for manager, technical services

A minimum of five years’ successful experience, in a communications
technician position, in a desert environment, for an office and/or residential
facility is required
Individual should ideally possess 5 years experience in the audiovisual
industry required
Evaluating and appraising the department associates’ performance
A good, working understanding of the CTP platemaking process and
workflow including process control methodologies and curve adjustment
strategies and techniques
Working knowledge and experience with Quality Management Systems and
Lean Sigma process improvement tools is preferred
A minimum of 10 years of experience in printing process, color measurement,
color management, and process control methodologies


